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QUESTION 1

StructA aggregates two structs, namely, StructB and StructC. 

Which statement about the aggregation is correct? 

A. No two structs in the aggregation can have attributes with the same name. 

B. Unique role names must be specified for the aggregations. 

C. Unique labels must be specified for the aggregations. 

D. Other aggregations cannot include StructA, StructB, or StructC. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

You need to return the total number of people who are under 21 and not studying or in employment. Which operation is
the most suitable to define for the Person Entity? 

A. readmulti 

B. nsreadmulti 

C. nkreadmulti 

D. ns. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SS8S5A_7.0.9/com.ibm.curam.content.doc/
ServerModelling/r_SERMOD_Operations6NonstandardReadmultiGeneratedSql1.html 

 

QUESTION 3

Which statement about UIM pages is correct? 

A. A UIM page can appear in more than one component, and the version displayed at runtime depends on which
components the user is allowed to access. 

B. A UIM page cannot appear in more than one component. 

C. UIM pages appear in more than one component will be merged. 

D. If a UIM page appears in more than one component, only the page from the highest priority component will be
displayed at runtime. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SS8S5A_6.1.0/com.ibm.curam.content.doc/
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WebClientReference/r_WEBCREF_Reference1Attributes22.html 

 

QUESTION 4

Which statement about customizing code table items in a way that avoids conflicts during future upgrade is true? 

A. Continue the sequential names for the code items that already have been chosen by IBM. 

B. Update the code table item in the out-of-the-box (OOTB) file. 

C. Choose code item names that have different letter prefixes to any existing names. 

D. There is no limit to the length of the table item name. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Which two statements about the UIM generator are true? (Choose two.) 

A. It is an editor for designing the layout of UIM pages. 

B. It uses the ServerAccessBeans.xml file to create SERVER_INTERFACE elements. 

C. It can be used to set the phase of a SERVER_INTERFACE. 

D. It is run as part of build client. 

E. It uses the build beandoc command to create SERVER_INTERFACE elements. 

Correct Answer: BD 

Reference: https://www.google.com/url? sa=tandrct=jandq=andesrc=sandsource=webandcd=2andved=2ahUKEwjazZD
rkobnAhWsyYUKHTo3DBsQFjABegQIAh
ABandurl=ftp%3A%2F%2Fpublic.dhe.ibm.com%2Fsoftware%2Fsolutions%2Fcuram% 2F6.0.5.1%2Fen%
2Fhtml%2FDevelopers%2FCuramWebClientReferenceManual%
2Fr_WEBCREF_Development1UimGeneratorTool1.htmlandusg=AOvVaw30A9F9skqTHfWfyBqhYAwh 
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